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Abstract 
In order to meet the airworthiness requirements (FAR33.70) of large commercial aero-engines, a new approach of 
probabilistic risk assessment linked durability is presented, and aiming at the issue of low-failure probabilities of key 
aero-engine structures, probabilistic risk assessment based on the Monte Carlo Radius-Outside Sampling (MCROS) 
in combination with the Kriging is used, then random factors such as the material, loading and environment can be 
considered in the given method. Example of probabilistic risk assessment based on fatigue for lower pressure 
compressor disk of aero-engine demonstrates the applicability, versatility and accuracy of the approach. 
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1. Introduction 
The lower compressor disk is key structural components of aero-engine, and the probabilistic risk 
assessment is directly related to aero-engine flight mission, and the failure mechanism is fatigue, thus it is 
of great importance to evaluate the probabilistic risk based on fatigue mechanism, which can identify the 
hazard factors influenced the structural safety of aero-engine. 
Fatigue is main failure mechanism which has important effects on the lifetime of lower compressor 
disk. Due to multiple factors (e.g. Temperature, libation and mechanical stress), fatigue of lower 
compressor disk is more complex, and the variables which are concerned with the fatigue mechanism are 
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composed of different disciplines, which make probability risk function high non-linear. Therefore it is 
the emphasis which deals with high dimension, low failure probability for structural safety. 
In the research of aero-engine airworthiness, the engine life limited part (ELLP) is the component 
which leads to the hazard effects of are-engine, for example disk and seal components, and the safety of 
ELLP is improved by the reduction of failure probability. Recently, the approach of safety life design is 
used to preventing the ELLP failure, which enhances the safety level of aero-engine in some degree, 
however, the approach can’t provide the quantitative risk parobablity of ELLP failure, therefore, the 
probability risk assessment (PRA) is proposed to reduce the failure probability of ELLP, and Federal 
Aviation Administration (FAA)[1] addressing safety requirements of engine, states that when the ELLP is 
determined through safety analysis, it needs to show that  failure probability of ELLP should be less than 
10-8/h by PRA, then the type certification(TC) of engine will be gained while meeting the requirements of 
FAR33.Thus, PRA of  ELLP failure becomes the key technique of airworthiness TC for aero-engine. 
In order to meet the airworthiness requirements (FAR33.70) of ELLP, the probability requirements of 
ELLP failure should be certified, and aiming at the issue of low-failure probabilities of key aero-engine 
structures, the approach of structural reliability can be used to probability risk assessment of lower 
compressor disk. First-order reliability method (FORM) and second-order reliability method (SORM) are 
widely used to estimate the failure probability at present, however the techniques that require limit state 
function (LSF) gradient with respect to the basic variables, such as FORM and SORM, have their 
performance affected when direct or analytical differentiation is not possible [2-3]. It is generally adopted 
by Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) in the calculation of implicit limit state function. MCS method is 
suitable for complex systems and low failure probability events which require a large number of samples 
and prohibitive computational cost [4]. Therefore, some sampling variance reduction techniques, such as 
the importance sampling, Latin hypercube sampling, radial sampling, gradual sampling and area sampling 
methods have been proposed to reduce the number of samples and computational time to a certain extent 
[5-7].The adaptive radial-based importance sampling method, excluding a sphere from the sampling 
domain, is extended with an efficient adaptive scheme to determine the optimal radius of the sphere, 
which can be applied as a black-box and is of particular interest in situations where a low probability of 
failure is expected [8]. 
Since the failure probability of lower compressor disk to be computed is usually small, it is not feasible 
to estimate the failure probability. Therefore, the paper lays emphasis on probabilistic risk assessment of 
high-dimension and low-failure probability events. Currently it focuses the probabilistic risk assessment 
problems whose limit sate function is implicit and high non-linear, so the paper presents a new approach 
based on directional importance sampling in combination with Kriging, which is used to improve the 
efficiency of low-failure probability events of structural safety for lower compressor disk.  
Nomenclature 
MCROS  Monte Carlo radius-outside sampling 
PRA        probability risk assessment 
FORM    first-order reliability method 
TC          type certification 
MCS       Monte Carlo simulation 
COV      coefficient of variation 
LSF        limit state function 
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2. Probability Risk Assessment Technology 
In the paper, the PRA is modeled by limit state function(LSF), and concerning the issue of high 
dimensions and low failure probabilities including implicit and highly non-linear LSF, the approach 
combing Kriging and MCROIS is presented to determine the optimal sphere radius which is the smallest 
distance to limit state surface by the iterative algorithm, because of these characteristic, the resulting 
method can be a very efficient, accurate and robust scheme which is of particular interest in the 
probability risk assessment. There are two approaches which determine whether the circulation is ended, 
one is that the circulation is terminated when the sampling number reaches the threshold which is given 
according to the calculation accuracy, and the other is that the circulation is suspended when the 
coefficient of variation(COV) of failure probability is less than the threshold which is given, then the 
second one is used in this paper, specific details combing Kriging and MCROIS for structural reliability is 
as follows:    
1) Generation of a population which is determined by finite element analysis (FEA) in the design space, 
and it is named S and composed of MCROIS points. 
2) Set the upper bound maxU of COV for failure probability, and specifying the initial value i=0; 
3) Definition of initial design of experiment (DOE). To perform Kriging, the DOE which consists of a 
random selection of N points among the population S.   
4) Computation of the Kriging model according DOE. The calculation process of Kriging is mentioned 
in reference [9], the initial design point *
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8) The random samples composed of N points is generated by the joint probability density function of 
MCROIS which is constructed by step 7), and the previous DOE is updated again with the best point, 
then the new Kriging model with the updated DOE is computed, and the new MPP * 1iX  is obtained 
according the new Kriging.   
9) Then the method goes back to step 5) to compute the new sphere radius according the MPP * 1iX : 
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Just as Fig.10, it is design importance analysis of parameters affecting the probability of fatigue failure 
for disc [10], and the histogram represents the importance of mean value for random variables. Obviously, 
the parameters 'fV  and mV  is of importance to the fatigue failure of disc, so stress and fatigue strength 
need to be controlled very carefully. 
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